
Dare to Compare.
Don’t be fooled by Enrollment solutions that only go 
half the distance.

Dare to Compare with Registration Gateway®. 

True Type Ahead Address Entry
Does your existing online or manual enrollment process create more bad 

data than it corrects?

Let’s Compare!

The 
Registration  
Gateway® 

Difference?
Registration Gateway 
automates paper enrollment 
solutions improving the 
consistency and security of 
your data through Type Ahead 
Addresses, Intelligent Field 
Masks, Simple Workflow, and 
Advanced Dashboard Tools.

Other solutions may use a forms based process which simply turns a paper form into 
an online form with little to no data validation.  The caveats to this process are that 
you would simply be taking an inefficient paper process and migrating that process 
to an inefficient online process.  Registration Gateway offers a true process driven 
solution that identifies bottlenecks and inefficient processes to be addressed.  

Registration Gateway 
offers all customers, at 
no additional cost, type 
ahead address validation.  
This validation process 
ensures parents enter the 
correct address everytime 
leading to much cleaner 
and more usable date.
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Many inefficient forms based enrollment solutions lack the ability to acknowledge 
specific valid birth date ranges.  An erroneous birth date year of 1900 entered into a 
forms based registration solution would be accepted as valid due to the lack of Field 
Based Intelligence.  Simple, archaic form based enrollment solutions may not employ the 
intelligence that your district requires.  

Intelligent Field Masks
Can your existing online or manual enrollment process identify data that is out or range or 
irrational which may lead to incorrect state reporting and loss of funding?  

Let’s Compare!
The Registration Gateway Enrollment 
Solution to the right identifies issues 
with data entry and prevents the 
process from moving forward until the 
data is correct.  The flexibility of the 
Registration Gateway solution shows 
through in the customization available 
to the district allowing any number of 
field dependencies and requirements.

“What used to take days now 
takes a matter of minutes”

Barbara Leaf 
Student Services Manager
Walled Lake Schools



Simplified Workflows
Simplified workflows should be at the heart of any enrollment solution whether manual or 
online.  Registration Gateway offers one of the easiest to navigate interface while providing 
users obvious queues to progress to the next stage of the process.

Let’s Compare!  

Many Forms Based solutions allows parents to submit 

imcomplete data and furthermore requires those errors 

to only show at the end of the process.  Correcting 

the error is very convoluted as the process takes you 

through the individual screens in the workflow.  

Required fields can easily be ignored in this process.  

The Registration Gateway solution on the 

right provides a simple to navigate review 

form.  Since all required fields must be 

entered on the prior screens and those entries 

are automatically formatted and validated, 

very little action needs to be taken in the 

review process.  Should a parent choose to 

enter more information, a simple dialog box 

appears to enter the information.  There is 

no need to revisit the entire process to add 

more information.  Lastly, the Registration 

Gateway solution provides the ability to 

register another student and transfer much of 

the information already entered.

“Registration Gateway expertly led our transition from a paper-oriented registration 
system to a digital, online-oriented system, saving our registrars and parents 
significant time and frustration. Implementation and launch was on-time and 
seamless. I highly recommend Registration Gateway to any school system thinking 
about modernizing their registration process.”

Brian Brugger, Senior Systems Administrator, Eagle County Schools
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Advanced  Dashboards and Routing
Your district registration process should not be a black hole.  It should be a process with 
transparency to all layers of the district.  From automatically routing important registration 
documents to viewing and acting on registration as it happens, the Registration Gateway 
Solution provides the highest levels of automation and simplification.

Let’s Compare! 

Can your registration process do the following:

Proactively alert school medical officials of a new student or existing student registering with 
a medical condition.

Alert IT staff that a parent has agreed to school technology policies so that a student account 
can be set up.

Notify Student Services that a newly registered student has existing special needs to be 
addressed.

All this and more can be done simply through Registration Gateway workflows.

No longer does your district need to manually manage the expiration lifecycle of documents such 

as Court Orders, Medical Clearance, IEPs, 504 Plans and more.  With Advanced Routing both 

your district and your parents will know when any of these documents are set to expire.

“SRC Solutions Advanced 
Dashboard makes it easy and 
efficient to get the data that 
is important to us. This saves 
us time and provides better 
reporting functions for our 
organization!”  

Cyle Dibble 

Logansport Community 


